DISPLAY MONITORS,
KEYBOARD AND
COMPUTER OPTIONS

Keyboard options
Keyboards can be small Bluetooth, medium Bluetooth or
medium USB or large USB. USB keyboards come with cable
clips and special 90° elbow to minimise cable display.
You can have a USB keyboard and a Bluetooth keyboard
both working with the same laptop or Surface Pro.
The choice is yours - small, medium or large keyboard top
and bottom, or just one, or none at all!

SpeedPix compatible computers

Bluetooth vs. USB

All of our stands accommodate Surface Pro®s (12.3 inch
screen). All Surface Pro mounting plates have special slots
that accept an optional small medium or large keyboard
tray at either the f ront or the back.

A Bluetooth keyboard is ideal when
walking around your exhibition
stand and engaging customers
using large screen TVs on the
back wall.

Surface Go® (10 inch, almost identical to an iPad® size)
mounts can accept a keyboard tray at the back or the front.
Although all our stands will hold an iPad SpeedPix does not
currently work on iPads.
Stands can be fitted with a stainless steel cable – as an
option to reduce theft when unattended. Clamp on stands
have higher thief resistance.
All stands can accommodate a conventional laptop instead
of a Surface Pro. We strongly suggest using a dedicated
laptop or Surface Pro for the use with SpeedPix so it is always
on and always instantly available at the push of one button.

You can have multiple
Bluetooth keyboards driving
the same computer and
screen.
The small Bluetooth
keyboard has an
inbuilt track pad
and is small enough
to keep in your
coat pocket.

1. Decide which computer you will use works with any laptop - PC or Mac
We recommend a Surface Pro or Surface Go
dedicated to SpeedPix as it can be used
without the native keyboard - either
as a tablet or with our special mini
keyboard options.
Microsoft®Surface Go
10 inch

Microsoft® Surface Pro
12.3 inch

2. Choose keyboard position - bottom and/or top mounted
All keyboards come with suitable size mounting tray to affix to stands.

3. Choose optional keyboard size for top and/or bottom position
A keyboard is not necessary when using a touch screen such as a Surface Pro or Surface Go.
Height adjustable
Can be cut short
if necessary

small
bluetooth

medium
bluetooth

medium USB

large USB

large bluetooth

TIP: Mix it up and use a small keyboard at the back, and a different size at the front,
or simply have one, or none at all!

SPEEDPIX SOFTWARE AND
HARDWARE - CLAMP ON
xxxmm

This secure design takes up minimal desk space and offers
flexible screen position options.
The stand height is adjustable, and the monitor can be
tilted and swiveled to a comfortable viewing position.
This model is the most theft resistant in the range.

small keypad
top and bottom mount

medium keypad
top and bottom mount

large keypad
top and bottom mount

Importantly there are no sharp edges underneath to catch
clothing or irritate like other systems.

1. Choose your stand height

150mm

200mm

250mm

300mm

1. Decide which computer you
will use - works with any
laptop- PC or Mac.
We recommend a Surface Pro or Surface
Go dedicated to SpeedPix as it can be
used without the native keyboard either as a tablet or with our special
mini keyboard options.

2. Choose keyboard position - bottom and/or top mounted
All keyboards come with suitable size mounting tray to affix to stands.

3. Choose optional keyboard size for top and/or bottom position
A keyboard is not necessary when using a touch screen such as a Surface Pro or Surface Go.

small
bluetooth

optional
anti theft
cable and
padlock

medium
bluetooth

medium USB

large USB

large bluetooth

TIP: Mix it up and use a small keyboard at the back, and a different size at the front,
or simply have one, or none at all!

SPEEDPIX SOFTWARE AND
HARDWARE - BENCH/TABLE TOP

240mm

Easily movable, yet stable with an aluminium plate and soft
rubber base. This model offers customisable stand heights,
and the monitor can be tilted and swiveled to a comfortable
viewing position.
small keypad
top and bottom mount

medium keypad
top and bottom mount

large keypad
top and bottom mount

This model can be fitted with a stainless steel, theft resistant
cable and lock.

1. Decide which computer you will use works with any laptop - PC or Mac
We recommend a Surface Pro or Surface Go
dedicated to SpeedPix as it can be used
without the native keyboard - either
as a tablet or with our special mini
keyboard options.

Microsoft®Surface Go
10 inch

Microsoft® Surface Pro
12.3 inch

2. Choose keyboard position - bottom and/or top mounted
All keyboards come with suitable size mounting tray to affix to stands.

3. Choose optional keyboard size for top and/or bottom position
A keyboard is not necessary when using a touch screen such as a Surface Pro or Surface Go.
1200mm
max

small
bluetooth

medium
bluetooth

medium USB

large USB

large bluetooth

TIP: Mix it up and use a small keyboard at the back, and a different size at the front,
or simply have one, or none at all!
optional
water weighted
ring

optional
skirt

4. Choose optional water weighted ring and/or skirt cover

SPEEDPIX SOFTWARE AND
HARDWARE - PEDESTAL
Ideal for trade shows. It can be easily moved then
weighted down by an optional water filled ring which
can be concealed with the optional black fabric skirt.

small keypad
top and bottom mount

medium keypad
top and bottom mount

large keypad
top and bottom mount

Best of all - it takes up no bench space and easily comes
apart for transportation! Fits into standard domestic luggage.

